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 SF Pocket Guides
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 Over 52.4 million acres of hay 
harvested in the U.S. in 2020 valued 
over $18 billion.
 Almost 2.2 million acres harvested   
in 2020 in Kentucky.
HAY SALES








 Exported to other states
 Imported from other states
TWO MARKETS
 Cash Hay
 Own Livestock Enterprise
 You are a “Hay Salesperson” 
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 We can produce the forage
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 “Therein lies the rub”
 Our weather is not conducive 



















 Treat as separate enterprise
 Match hay to livestock classes
 Track all inputs and cost
 Harvest and store accordingly
 Test
 Feed according to test/livestock class
 Then you can determine true value
CASH HAY MARKET























 Way to Measure Performance
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 Selling the Person
 Lots of products
 Test may not be necessary
 Sold on Sensory Perception
 Must be Clean (mold, dust, weeds, fm)
 High Value Animals
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